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Co-op considers
move to campus
BY GALE BOGLE
STAFF REPORTER
The BG Student Co-op is considering
coming on campus as a book, record and
clothing exchange instead of setting up
'a business off campus. Dave I.efko junior
(A It S> told the co-op's board of
directors last night.
The only way the co-op can raise
money since it was incorporated last
spring is through memberships and
selling stock, said Dave Dalton.
president of the co-op.
"from me OUIIOOK we've got now we
aren't coming through on the
membership drive; we aren't making the
money on memberships.'' Dalton said.
The exchange, which will be discussed
by administrators Tuesday, would
operate out of space provided by the
University.
According to Lefko. everything looks
favorable now for the approval of ethe
move on campus and highly placed
officials whom he declined to name
support the project and want to se e it in
operation
THE MAJOR problem facing the co-op
in moving on campus is the fact that the
University cannot provide financial
support for an off campus corporation,
Lefko said
If the administration approves the
move on campus the co-op will be forced
to liquidate the corporation. Lefko said
The board of directors is waiting for
word from the administration before
they vole next week on whether or not to
liquidate
The initial reason for the corporation
was to set up a store off campus, but
Lefko said that is now impractical
because the financial situation is so bad
If the corporation is liquidated all
students who bought memberships would

recieve their dollar back if they want it.
although the money could be left with the
co-op as a donation. Dalton said
ACCORDING TO LEFKO the co-op
currently has $750 All the co-op would
lose if it liquidated the corporation is the
$204 it cost for incorporation.
The services provided by the exchange
could be used by all students There
wouldn't be any capital investment
because the University would provide
necessary space. Lefko said
The exchange would charge a nomical
fee -perhaps a quarter which would be
put back into the exchange or, if enough
money was collected, it would be used to
hire student workers, he said
According to Lefko, by sticking to the
three basic commodities of books, records and clothes, the exchange would
not be competing with the University
bookstore
In the meantime the co-op is not ready
to sell stock because once one share is
sold, the stockholders would receive all

the assests of the corporation if it is
forced to liquidate. Dalton said
HE SAID the co-op is authorized by
their charter to sell $3,000 worth of stock.
Dalton said there still is a S0-S0 chance
that the co-op would succeed as an offcampus corporation if they staged a
large membership drive and sold stock.
But because of the problems with
financing the group, the co-op has
considered working with the University,
he said.
The membership drive last spring
attracted about five per cent of the total
University population. Lefko called these
figures discouraging.
Lefko attributed the low turnout to the
fact that the drive for the co-op did not
get under way until the end of the
academic year.
"We're still optimistic and we have to
be optimistic We won't call it quits,'
Lefko said

Co-op
board

Dove Lefko, junior (A&S), chairman of
the Student Co-op presides over a
mealing of the board of directors of the

co-op last evening
Services Bldg.
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Landlords oppose housing code
BY HAROLD BROWN
ASST. MANAGING EDITOR
A group of 50 landlords and property
owners formed the Fair Pausing
Association Tuesday night in opposition
to a proposed city housing code
presented to the public last Thursday
The 26-page code prepared by
Samborn. Steketee, Otis, and Evans,
Inc., of Toledo. Bowling Green's planning consultants, has faced stiff opposition since the public hearing.
Nearly all opposition to the proposed
code has come from property owners and

rental owners.
Owen McKee was named as chairman
of the group. James Graf, treasurer and
Charles Codding. Al Green. Charles
Jones and Douglas Valentine, committee
members
Valentine, spokesman for the group,
said the proposed code as it stands is
unconstitutional because it provides for
the annual inspection of rental facilities
and says nothing about other structures.
"WE DON'T think the private home
owner or the rental owner should be
subjected to this invasion of privacy," he
said.
IV said the group advocates

contracting with the county health
department and building inspection
department to enforce the present code
to solve the problem.
The City Housing Commission, which
was created as an advisory group
indicated following last week's hearing
that it would recommend some changes.
The commission can only make
recommendations to City Council, which
then makes a final decision
One revision being considered is to
require every property in the city
(excluding commercial I to undergo an
annual inspection for code specifications
and safety and fire hazards.

At last week's hearing one landlord
charged that the proposed code appeared
to be directed at college students and
landlords.
SHELDON WESTMAN, assistant
director of residence services of the City
Housing Commission, said yesterday his
major concern is that the majority of the
people renting in the city arc students
and that City Council ought to know what
they think of the proposed code
Westman said even though several
changes are being recommended in the
code he thinks overall it was a good

document.
The code allows landlords to refuse the
inspector entry to their premises.
However, it permits the inspector to
seek a court order to gain entry lor
inspection privileges.
The commission plans to hold another
hearing at an announced date
Housing Commission members are
Westman; Mrs. Fran Newby, realtor; R.
D. Marshall, builder; Robert Hoagland,
executive
manager of
the
Chamber of Commerce, and Bruce
Misamore. University junior (BAI. The
commission was appointed by Bowling
Green Mayor F. Gus Skibbie.

Ralph Naderwithdraws Support Chinese seminar
from consumer protection bill
BY GALE BOGLE
STAFF REPORTER
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader said
yesterday he has removed his support
from a bill to create an independent
Consumer Protection Agency (CPAI
and accused the House Government
Operations committee chairman Chet
Holifield (D- Call, of knocking out 90
per cent of the bill's original effectiveness

The struggle between Nader and
Holifield resulted from differences on
deciding just how often the CPA should
be allowed to intervene in another
agency's activities and in what manner
Nader charged the committee has ruled
almost all government consumer
activities off limits to the CPA.
Speaking at a press conference at
Findlay College. Nader said he thought he
was not taking too strong a stand on the
role of the agency and in fact Holifield

Centumer advocate Ralph Noder

had backed down from the strong stand
he had originally taken last February.
Nader said Holifield had given in to
White House pressure because it had
more to offer him in terms of advances
in atomic energy such as breeder
reactors for his home state.

Motors' offer to share their research, he
said.
Nader continued his attack on the
Volkswagen by commenting that
"adding safety features to a Volkswagen
is like adding safety features to a
Japanseslantern "

HOLIFIELD HAS also displayed his
inherent antipathy to commissions of
this type," he said.
The fact that
Democrats on the committee rejected
key amendments presented by a
Democratic chairman while Republicans
supported the measures was also cal'ed
unique by Nader.
Nader once described the bill as the
most important piece of consumer
legislation ever to come before
Congress." It would in effect create a
consumer advocate within the federal
government.
The CPA would act on consumer
complaints, distribute information to the
consumer and test products tor safety
and act as the official advocate of the
consumer in the thousands of consumerrelated cases that turn up before federal
agencies each year.
The fate of the measure is now
uncertain.
Nader also commented on auto safety
calling the inflatable air bag which is to
be standard equipment on 1974 model
cars, "the most important safety feature
ever introduced."

THE VOLKSWAGEN beetle will
probably be phased out completely in
three years, according to Nader, because
of its inability to meet government
safety standards and the amount of
litigation against the car manufacturer
as well as improvements in Japanese
imports.
The problem with all the new
compacts such as the Pinto and the
Gremlin is their small size, Nader said
He added that companies had the
opportunity to start new safety
innovations with these cars, but did not.
Many of the larger cars which he
called a waste of resources and a hazard
as well will probably also be phased out
with the help of the large insurance
surcharge against these models, he said.
Nader called the recent government
announcements on phosphates in
detrergents the choice between "worse
and less worse."

NADER REJECTED criticism by
some safety engineers that the air bag
might inflate at the wrong time and
actually cause accidents.
Ke said these engineers promote the
use of seat and shoulder harnesses
because they personally use them while
the majority of the general public does
not.
Ford and Chrysler have criticized the
air bag because they are behind General
Motors in developing the device for their
cars, he said.
Their real objections come from the
fact that they want to develop the device
at their own rate for financing the
research instead of by the government's
1974 deadline, in spite of General

THE SURGEON General is now telling
housewives to use phosphates instead of
detergents with NTA and other caustic
substances. However Nader said he
advocates a "return to old-fashioned
soapsuds."
According to Nader the Surgeon
General's statements have bewildered
and misled consumers because "they
now could believe the latest discoveries
show phosphate detergents are okay."
Nader said he was not interested in anv
elected or appointed office and instead
favored working through strong
independent citizens groups that can
weigh issues on their own merits.
Pressure on congressmen through
letters from their constituants on the
consumer and environmental issues will
remove the pressure from lobbyists and
start congressmen thinking, and working
for these problems, as well Nader
said.

Uldis and Ann Kruze, who recently returned from a month long visit to
mainland China, will participate in a seminar today at 3:00 p.m. in the
Capital Room of the Union.
The seminar will be directed by Dr. Edward Chen, assistant professor
of history.
The Kruzes, whose visit is sponsored by The Commission on Christian
Social Concerns and The United Christian Fellowship, will also speak
tonight at 8:30 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, 1506 E.
WoosterSt.
The couple is traveling in this area under the auspices of the American
Friends Service Committee.
While in China, the Kruzes traveled with a group of 15 American
citizens, composing the Friendship Delegation of the Committee of
Concerned Asia Scholars (CCAS).
The group was able to have conferences with Cambodian Head of State
Prince Sihanouk and with Chinese Premier Chou En-lai.
CCAS members were also able to observe different life styles and to
talk directly with the people in the Chinese language.
Mr and Mrs. Kruze will be guests at the weekly Liberation Potluck at
UCF at 6:00 p.m. Students and faculty are invited to participate by
bringing a food dish.

Red China silent
on unrest rumors
HONG KONG (API -Canton television
failed to deliver its promised "important
news program"
yesterday,
disappointing Western observers who
hoped to get a clue to recent unusual
events in Red China.
Peking's announcement a week ago
that the National Day parade this Friday
had been canceled stirred speculation
that something was happening inside
China.
Canton television had announced the
special news program would deal with
"circumstances of the Oct. 1 National
Day program." Instead it reeled off
three routine films from Peking,
including one showing Premier Chou Enlai watching an Albanian gymnastics exhibition.
The only explanation Western
specialists on China in Hong Kong could
give was that for some unexplained
reason the program was a fill-in for the
one Canton had announced.
There was nothing in Peking's
broadcasts to indicate anything was
amiss. Radio Peking filled the airways
with reports of preparations for National
Day.
PEKING broadcasts made no mention

of the cancellation of the parade and the
fireworks, which Chinese officials said
were called off to save money.
Japanese press reports from Peking
said, however, that Chinese authorities
had confirmed again that the parade was
canceled.
Japan's Kyodo news service in a
dispatch from Peking noted that the
mystery remains as to why the Chinese
leaders canceled the parade after
workers and peasants had been engaged
for two weeks in parade rehersals.
The cancellation led to speculation
that Mao was ill or dying, but Chinese
officials insisted he was in excellent
health
Two other recent events also puzzled
Western specialists.
One was the
grounding of all planes in China for
several days this month.
The other was an order canceling all
army leaves and furloughs, intercepted
in Tokyo by Japanses government
monitors of interior Chinese radio
broadcasts.
This led to much theorizing, including
a possible power struggle in Peking, and
trouble on China's long border with the
Soviet Union.
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your servant
Student Council has been dead for some time now but the burial
services are just beginning to get underway this year.
Student Council was originally dedicated to governing a few
thousand college kids who needed governing from a nicely
threaded senior boy with many friends.
This year, the organization is dedicated to the age-old proposition that the government is a servant of the people.
Under the leadership of Art Toalston, the Student Body
Organization is already ceasing to kiss the feet of individuals
accoustomed to taking advantage of students and their pocketbooks.
With the first week of classes already in progress, SBO has
forced the price of refrigerator rentals down by attempting to go
into the rental business itself.
The members have also
constructed a meal ticket coupon service for students who want
to buy or sell their coupons.
In previous years, the News has asked students to boycott
student council elections because of the farcical nature of the
organization and its so-called governors of student welfare.
This year, we lend our support to SBO and we urge the
members of this new service to continue to aid the student body
through action, not rhetoric. We offer our help to an organization
that will trample through those areas where previous councils
have feared to tread.
If students have been repeatedly been taken advantage of in offcampus housing situations, they should be able to call SBO for
assistance and not have the buck passed to the Student Housing
Association because "that's their job."
If complaints against the present meal ticket coupon policy
continue to increase, disgruntled students shouldn't be referred to
Auxilary Services because they are the only one with the answers.
SBO must ignore these administrative boundaries and
hierarchy limitations that have frightened councils of the past
from stepping out and serving the student.
The Student Body Organization can be successful only if it
receives support from the students, faculty and other campus
organizations. Perhaps the SBO will one day be a model for other
Universities to follow.
However, we hope their goal is not to stand out as the ideal
form of student government. Instead, we encourage SBO to stand
out as the ideal form of service to the student for this Universityat this time.

The campus fashion scene...

...Christina exits the Home Ec building
and makes her way across campus, a
beaded Oriental Rug purse under one
arm, Arid Extra Dry (unscenledl under
her other arm. She is jogging across
campus in casual chocolate criss-cross
wide-strapped Joseph Morgan shoes
l$22). donning a baby-blue body romper
complete with thigh-high socks (sizes 5
to 13, $85, by Innovations for Young
Dimensions), her innovative young
dimensions held together by an 18.95 +
Maidenform bra ("The Lingerie You
Can't Take Your Eyes Off Of," her
golden-glossed lips seem to murmur.)

And, to top them all off, a super-sweater
with a dainty American flag...
...Brian walks across campus, books
under one arm, Christina under the
other. He is wearing the classiest in
classic collegiate creations: a brown
corduroy knicker suit with giant snaps
and zippers lMighty Mac, $100). Underneath is a Givenchy (so who else?) turtle
neck. And a Stanley Blacker buckskin
suede shirt-jacket ("Far right," the
caption tells us) with envelope
epaulettes and pockets. A regular steal
(did he or didn't he?) at $85...
THESE ARE JUST a few of the items
that the clothing industry-by way of
faddist fashion magazines-has told us
and our mothers that we'll be wearing

back-to-school this year.
No, this
season. But is this the college campus
clothing scene? The answer is simple:
look in a mirror. What are you wearing?
All of the above? Some of the above?
None of the above?
According to an editor of a leading
fashion journal who prefers to remain
nameless. "I really don't know what
students wear on campus. The Back-toCollege campaign is really just an
advertising tradition. I suppose they're
wearing the maxi-look and the ArmyNavy look-high styled-and suede
jeans, well, I suppose they're wearing
just what the magazines say they're
wearing. Aren't they?"
Not necessarily.
A
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IN A RECENT article in Gentlemen's
Quarterly, a UCLA professor professed
that on his campus. "Fashion is no big
deal. It's already been liberated so the
kids are free to look the way they want
to look.
And it looks like the fashion
revolution is over."

i\ / • I

calendar fiasco
Bowling Green State University takes another giant step
backwards.
At a time when other universities are both starting and ending
their nine-month academic year at earlier dates in order to give
their students a better chance in the summer job market, this
University has opted to move its academic calendar back even
farther.
While students at other schools are free to start working in
May, we're still biting our nails over term papers and finals.
And even if we do manage to scare up a job late in June, it often
is terminated by Labor Day, forcing us to sit around and twiddle
our thumbs three or four weeks until fall quarter begins.
Three or four misplaced weeks-weeks that could have been
used on the job earlier in the summer, if only the session had
ended sooner.
The job market is not getting any better. Placement director
James Galloway's dismal announcement yesterday that job
interviews here are down by 50 per cent should be enough to
convince all but the most diehard optimists.
If the University is indeed dedicated to the welfare of its
students, it's time to recognize the burden it's placing on its
favorite product-the students.
The calendar must be revised to give us a fighting chance in the
job market.
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student attire disproves the image that
all students are donning designer
creations Both men and women wear
denim pants (these must be frayed,
sometimes with embroidered cuffs and
patches, and must be washed at least
seven times before ready to wear). They
wear blue jean jackets i same process for
washing and wearing), raggedy bleached
blue work shirts worn in winter over old
black undershirts. And a pair of aged,
scruffy Wellingtons.
But there are exceptions.
The
freshman coed's mother is prime paying
prey for a multitude of magazines'
misleading back-to-school-you-fool
campaigns.
These Mothers of
Mademoiselle page through sections of
glossy jersey, acrylic, cut low, cut high,
drip dry and hip high copies of copies of
copies - and send their daughters off to
school in the right fashion.
At Arizona State University in Tempe.
a coed said. "It's like out of the pages of
a magazine And I don't mean Field and
Stream.
Everyone's so Clean.
Everyone's so Coordinated. It's the kind
of place where you wouldn't dare walk
out of your dorm room into the hallways
wearing a bathrobe."
On many campuses it's no longer
fashionable to be fashionable. Designer
clothes - wide ties, cartridge belts, hot
and cold pants, et al - are out and
Costumes are in. A Costume is more
individual and represents an idea, a
concept, rather than a covering. Farmer
jeans with criss-cross straps, flag shirts,
psychedelic jockey shorts and homemade, home-grown, tie-dyed shirts
reeking of. that organic look are all
Costumes. As students have become
more individualistic, many have tired of
attire and have searched - from their
granny's attic to the Goodwill basement - for clothing that is individual, basic and
back-to-earth.

m
\y

But on the next six pages of that male
fashion magazine. 32 college-aged men
are pictured wearing the antithesis of the
preceding article — Zappy zipper
sweaters, argyle pants, coordinating
caps and scarves. Kicker knickers and
red. white and blue everything at prices
well beyond most students' budgets.
More than ever before, the student
uniform has become more individualistic
as a wear-your-own-thing attitude
prevails on campuses.

dehumanization in life
Editor's Note: Malcom Boyd Is a
minister of the Episcopal Church. He
was former president of the T.V.
Producers Assoc. and a motion picture
reviewer for the Christian Century. Mr.
Boyd has written such books as Crisis In
Communication. Are You Running With
Me, Jesus?, Free to Live, Free to Die
and As I live and Breathe.
By Malcom Boyd
On a midwestern campus recently a
white male student told me: "I have no
sense at all of who I really am. What is
my identity? Blacks are together. Now
women are defining their reality But I
feel lost."
Nina Simone sang "To Be Young,
Gifted and Black" to black students in
Atlanta.
The moment burst with
exuberance, creative energy and hope. I
wonder what can be sung. said, or
exemplified to many other students who
are momentarily trapped in frustration
or even despair. "We Are Ourselves.
Gifted, and Human" might be a start..
I SHARE FULLY in ihe personal
anxiety that inevitably accompanies this
moment in history with its political
action and reaction, existential
dilemmas and radical spiritual
questioning. These are simply a few
guidlines to my present philosophy of
life.
I want to be an organic part of social
responsibility and community building.
Yet I also want to nurture my
individuality even at the risk of being
considered eccentric.
I want to weigh myself in the scales of
liberation movements-Black. Native
American. Women,. Gay, Chicano and
others-and hopefully come up with
human identity. Yet I do not want to live
in a melting pot that denies deep and
honest differences between people.
I WANT TO BE sufficiently sober and
serious about the overwhelming

questions of this day. this age: poverty,
emptiness, ecology, identity, racism,
loneliness in a mass war. Yet I do not
want to lose my sense of humor, capacity
for sheer abandon and tun. and
awareness o( the absurd as a quality of
life.
I want to nurture protest and lend fire
to dissent. Without them a democracy
perishes. Yet I want to avoid slipping
into paranoia, destruction for its own
sake, and the morbid malaise of
hopelessness.
I want to build an intellectual spirit
interlaced by commitment and capable
of passion Yet I do not want to succumb
to the arrogance of mere fashion by
denigrating authentic tradition,
academic discipline and the goal of
objectivity.

I WANT TO believe sincerely in the
aspects of faith that undergird my life,
yet also want to resist narrow
chauvinism and self-righteous
fanaticism that claims mine is the
"only" faith or ideology, life-style or
system. 1 want to fight the conviction
that "we" (people who share my views
and I) are "good guys" versus "bad
guys" (people who hold different views.
I want to be-loyal and dependable
(therefore always critical) member of
movements and organizations to which 1
belong, yet do not want to forget that
moral ambiguities mark all movements
and institutions (including mine)
I want to participate in community
with persons who share my views, yet do
not want to lose the capacity for listening
to totally different views and engaging in

communication with people who hold
them.
I WANT TO BE outspoken against the
maladies and sins of my society, nation
and institutions, yet do not want to
become merely a shrill crier of doom
who offers no alternatives, decent hope
for change, or positive approaches to
hard and complex tasks.
It is therefore obvious that I choose to
live in creative tension 1 do not want to
shut other people out of my life, avoid
shattering human experiences and
relationships, or reject the growth
processes of becoming fully human. The
alternative is. I believe, dehumanization.
Success and failure are meaningless
terms to me. The meaning of life I find
in its struggle.

(»
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Mansfield measure expected to pass

Senafe fo vote on amendment
I'ouse rejection, is expected
to pass the Senate.
Congressional sources say
the administration fears
immediate adoption of the
amendment would adversely
affect the climate around
President Nguyen Van Thieu's
unopposed re-election bid.
Another reported factor in
the attempt at delay is this
week's meeting in Washington
of the National League of
Families of American
Prisoners and Missing in
Southeast Asia.
The league reportedly is
split over whether the best
way to free prisoners is
through Nixon administration
policies or by setting a fixed
date for withdrawal.
Mansfield's
amendment
will be debated today, and

WASHINGTON (API - The
Senate agreed yesterday to
vote today on Sen. Mike
Mansfield's amendment to
declare as U.S. pottejl the
withdrawal of all American
forces from Indochina within
six months, if prisoners of war
are released.
The unanimous agreement
set a vote after three hours of
debate on the measure
proposed by the Senate
Democratic leader.
Before the agreement, the
Nixon administration had
been reported seeking to delay
• vote until after Sunday's
South
Vietnamese
presidential election.
THE AMENDMENT, like
one adopted earlier but
diluted in conference after

Thieu hits protests

For the
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harmless fungus should you happen on some while taking a

in Saigon with 400 police
officials from over the
country. He told them at the
same time to continue using
as little force as necessary to
control
antigovernment
demonstrations.
"Acts of burning and
inciting people to riot are acts
aimed at preventing people
from going to vote," Thieu
said
"If people want to
oppose me, they must do it in
legal ways. They can go to the
polls on Oct. 3 and vote 'no
confidence:**-

SAIGON IAP) - President
Nguyen Van Thieu surprised
supporters and foes alike
yesterday by ordering police
to "shoot
to kill"
antigoverment demonstrators
who throw fire bombs or
endanger lives by other
means.
Thieu's
unexpected
crackdown came as new
disturbances flared in Da
Nang, the nation's second
largest city. One student was
wounded in the head.

stroll around the grounds.

The incident occurred when
about 300 Buddhist students
THIEU'S DIRECTIVE was
and monks clashed with police a surprise because police have
in the city's third straight day had considerable success in
of protests against Thieu's containing the demonstrations
decision to run unopposed in of the past three weeks
On Saturdays from 9-12. a Sunday's
presidential without resorting to use of
recreational program is election.
excessive force.
offered to Perrysburg
One fatality has been
children Students are needed
THE DEMONSTRATORS confirmed in antigovernment
to help with sports and arts hurled rocks and fire bombs at outbreaks. A U.S. sailor died
and crafts.
combat police surrounding the of burns suffered in one of the
Rev Deil said the program Tinh I'm Pagoda, the largest more than two dozen vehicles
is funded through the in the northern port city.
fire-bombed by rioting
University Charities Board,
Police responded by firing students in Saigon.
with most of the money tear gas to disperse the
Several other persons have
coming from the Spring Mardi participants.
been injured in the
Gras held on campus. The
Thieu issued his "shoot to antigovernment,
antiCenter provides a library of kill" order in a closed meeting American outbursts.
books used in tutoring at
Perrysburg.
Also,
transportation is offered.

UCF expands tutoring
Beginning its sixth year of
tutoring with grade school
children, the United Christian
Fellowship Center is asking
students to aid children in
Perrysburg Heights and
Bowling Green Junior High
School
Originally, the UCF program helped only students in
Perrysburg Heights. The
uiugram nas now expanded to
include the junior high school
in Bowling Green. The Center
also tries to send volunteers to
the Wood County Home for the
Aged

Student teacher
registration set
Registration for spring
quarter student teaching will
be held Monday, October 4. in
the Dogwood Suite. Union.
Meetings will be held every
hour on the hour from 1 p.m.
to 6 pm.
Everyone planning to
student leach during spring
quarter must register on this
date
Acres at Free Parkssf

tCii.cw.a-f)
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9:35

Students instruct on a 1-1
basis by going into the
children's homes.
Rev.
Eugene Keil of the UCF said
both the children and the
parents respond well to the
program. About 50 students
need tutoring this year.

THE PROGRAM is open to
any interested university
student.
"For education
majors, this is applicable to
the 60 hours of outside
experience needed for
graduation.'' Rev. Keil added.
In Perrysburg. the tutoring
is done for two hours every
Wednesday night.
At the
junior high, tutoring is
scheduled on an individual
basis.

An organizational meeting
for the program is set for
Monday Oct 4 at 6:30 p.m. in
the UCF complex on Thurstin
Ave. Interested people can
also rail the Center at 353-8912
or 352-4752

Now-Eva. -7:20, 930
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AUTO WRECKING

Thursday, Sept. 30
8:00 P.M.

126 So. 16 New C.stle. Ind. 47362
(317)529-8886
•
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Reg. Price
$6.50
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$2 & $3_
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indicated (he total for the
three months will be below
15.000
A total of 83.300 men were
inducted in the first six
months of this year before the
draft law died June 30
Secretary of Defense
Melvin R Laird has voiced
hope this will be the last
extension of the Selective
Service Act. except for stand
by emergency machinery,
because
the
Nixon
administration hopes to
achieve an all-volunteer force
by mid-1973
Friedheim said it will take
about two or three weeks after
the new call is issued to gear
up for actual inductions
Selective
Service

authorities have said they
anticipate the first men
inducted will come from
among a pool of college and
junior college graduates
whose draft deferments
expired in June
President Nixon signed the
draft-extension
bill
Wednesday
In signing the bill, which
reached his desk after a hard
congressional fight. Nixon
ordered a $2.4 million-a-year
pay raise delayed until after
the general wage-price freeze
expires Nov 12
The pay increase, designed
to promote an all-volunteer
force, was written into the
draft bill and provided for an
Oct 1 effective date

ATTEND FREE

LESSON
You'll Increase Your
Reading Speed On The Spot!
For The 1st Time Ever...
e World Famous Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics offers you
n f roe glimpse of what it's liko
to be able to read and study
much faster .

e

You'll see why President'.
Kennedy and Nixon invited
Evelyn Wood to the White
House To teach then advis
ors and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff how to read faster

You'll actually be taught how
to read and study faster during
the exciting Speed
Reading
Lesson.

We want you to decide for your "
6elf the value of becoming a
Speed-Reader,
Evelyn
Wood
style

*"

SALE
_Belts_
.Earrings.
.Earrings.
904 E. Wooeter

You'll hear what the faculty
members, of one of America's
foremost colleges says about
Evelyn Wood, and watch them
read fast1

You'll find this Special Free of
fer of increased reading speed
to be an exciting and unusual
experience.

For the first time we are offering
a Special Speed-Reading Les
son to
provide you
with a
glimpse of what it's like to be
able to read and study almost
as fast as you can turn pages
,ind you'll actually
participate in the techniques
that will improve your reading
and study speed on the spot1

Free

MINI

Lessons!

Today and Tomorrow
4:00 & 8:00 P.M.

Mu^oorn Welcome Home

Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Sale Price
$3.50
$1.60
2pr./$1.50

also Rings, Incense, Paper, Pipes
11 to 5 Sot.

WASHINGTON tAPl Resuming the draft after a
three-month lapse, the
Pentagon will announce today
a new induction quota that
will bring 1971 call-ups to the
lowest annual total in nearly a
decade.
A Pentagon spokesman.
Jerry W. Friedheim. said the
new call will cover inductions
for October. November and
December, and that this
year's draft total will end up
below 100.000 men.
The last lime the draft fell
beluw 100.000 was in 1962 when
76,500 men were drafted into
the armed forces
Friedheim did not give a
firm figure (or the OctoberNovember-December call, but

RUSH
SMOKER

cart thru "71 sane prices. Calls credited to

•%

new low inductionquota

ems*

7a»

DELTA TAU
DELTA

cond. 1st letter-alto —Port* for all foreign

Her weapon le
her body She
can cut you MR
you or cure you! i

Pentagon will announce

•r.rafaa.

Sot. * Sun - 2, 4, 5:30, 7:20,
9:30

lor procurement of the
antiballistic missile and a
move by Pughes and Sen.
William Saxbe (R-Ohiol. to
hold up construction,
procurement and deployment
funds pending a possible U.S.Soviet agreement at the
strategic arms limitation
talks

- 1 A.M. Dally - 1 A.M. M. A Sat.

Chaaaa

autos, any year—any cond. State price and
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Wrecked,
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203 N. Main

Safeguard missile defense
system and with a move to
delete funds for the Navy's
F14 fighter from the 121billion military procurement
bill
Two amendments deal with
Safeguard
A proposal by
Sen Parold E PughesiDlowai. to delete $639 million

Phone 352-6782, 352-5167 or 352-5166

WANTED
WANTED

and why a he saying those
terrible things about me?"
..... 1 JN.
-with

i%P

s

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

IheSstersOf
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Dusan HoffmMi
"Whob
Harry KcMcrman

£L isanello

asssisUnl Democratic Leader
Robert C Byrd, said a vote
"is expected today." But no
agreement for a vote had been
reached when the Senate
adjourned Tuesday.
IN THE MEANTIME.
Senators are delaying with an
abbreviated version of the
two-year fight over the

East Wooster and 1-75
Telephone: 473-3135

4427 Talmodge Rd., Suit* Ml
Toledo, Ohio 43623
«

S»ch,«Wood HEADING DYNAMICS
^nexttoT^/B^^^^

fta»*4/TtM BO Ntrwt, S.pi.mb« 30,1*71

Northern Democrats fight bill

6 Holy person.
7 Fastens.
■ Paid notices.
By Ireae Sekula
9 Fix firmly.
10 Fashion.
ACROSS
61 Maiden.
11 Jewish
62
Glorify.
month.
1 Source of
63 Wide12 Drunkards.
wool.
mouthed jug. 13 Oak or elm.
6 Mineral
54 Departed.
19 Interior.
springs.
65 F.rases.
22 Number.
10 Enormous.
DOWN
24 Extreme.
14 Move to and
1 Counterfeit. 25 Ceramic
fro.
2 Sharpen
pieces.
15 Military
razor.
26 Press
assistant.
3 Wicked.
clothes.
16 Fragrance.
4 Long fish.
27 Wise men.
17 Old
5 Gift.
womanish.
28 Living.
18 Provoke.
20 Honey.

Busing causes House battles
WASHINGTON I API Northern Democrats caught
in the school desegregation
controversy for the first time,
are trying to block House
action on a bill that would
force them to rote on the
busing issue
Mostly liberals with good
civil-rights records, they are
caught between pro-busing
civil-rights forces and
growing antibusing sentiment
in their home districts.
The bill they wuld like lo
bury is President Nixon's $l .5billion emergency school aid
program
USIING
EVERY
device
parliamentary

available they thwarted
efforts in the Education and
Labor committee to force a
vote on the bill this week, the
unofficial deadline for
completing committee action
on legislation to be considered
this year.
The bill has been knocking
about in Congress for nearly
18 months since Nixon asked
for it as an emergency
measure to help Southern
schools meet an August. 1970
desegregation deadline set by
the Supreme Court.
Largely ignored by Northerners,
whose districts
wouldn't get much money, and

viewed tepidly by southerners
who would like the money but
not the federal presence that
goes with it, it has been
befriended
mainly
by
administration supporters and
civil-rights groups.
THE DECREE also has
made it certain busing will be
the chief issue if the bill
ever
reaches the House
floor With that certainty and
with busing now a white-hot
issue in many Northern cities,
a concerned effort is being
made in the committee to
bottle up the bill.
The action erupted publicly

U. S. adopts plan
to curb drug flow
WASHINGTON (API - The
United States is undertaking a
new international drugcontrol program aimed at
shutting off the flow of heroin
to the United States from Asia
before it assumes serious
proportions
The plan involves several
U.S. agencies under State
Department guidance and is
based on the assumption that
the expected drastic reduction
in the opium-poppy crops of
Turkey and other East
Mediterranean
areas will
force drug dealers lo seek
alternate sources for their
product, particularly in
Southeast Asia.
The new program is under

the working direction of Philip
Vandivier, a 25-year State
Department veteran and
Asian specialist who was
given the assignment early
last month as part of the
Nixon administration's stated
goal of eliminating drug
traffic into the United States.
VANDIVIER returned last
week from nearly a month's
tour of Asia to "find out
exactly what the problems are
and
the resources are
available from both the
United States and other
governments "
His organization still is
formulating its role and
working on a system, but

sjZZB

Vandivier said he did learn the
Asian problem requires an
approach different from that
taken in Turkey.
The basic theme of the
Turkey program
is the
elimination of the opium
poppy, a major cash crop for
farmers there
The United
Slates has promised Turkey
financial and advisory aid to
compensate for any economic
loss
resulting
from
eliminating poppy growing
But in Asia the situation is
more complicated, Vandivier
said In Burma, for instance
the problem involves growing
poppies, in Thailand and Laos
it is one of traffic, in Hong
Kong production and shipping.

QUICK

Tuesday while the committee
was working on a big highereducation bill pushed in ahead
of the desegregation bill.
A request by Rep. James H.
Scheuer
(D-N.Y),
that
consideration of a key section
of the higher-education bill be
put off until today because of
today's Jewish holiday

produced a
free-for-all

parliamentary

Supporters
of
the
desegregation bill, suspicious
of requests for any delay,
refused to grant it.
A majority of the
committee voted for the
postponement requested by
Scheuer.

24
25
27
30
31
34
35
36
37
38

The University Faculty bugging the faculty -and that,
Senate will hold its first of course, implies the
meeting of the 1971-72 University in general," he
academic year next Tuesday said.
Regarding the proposed
at 3:15 p.m. in 112 Life Science
Bldg
University Senate, which
Dr. Richard C. Carpenter, could possibly abolish such
senate chairman
and seperate
campus
professor of English, said that organizations as
Faculty
the meeting would be Senate and Student Council,
concerned mostly with new Dr. Carpenter said that he
business from the floor.
could not comment at this
"We wantto find out what's time because "the University
Senate plan hasn't been
presented to us yet."
He said, "Speaking
personally, and in terms of
broad general policy, I
approve the concept.
However, there are a number
of areas that need to be
Campus Safety, formerly
studied and analyzed."
called Campus Security, has
Dr. Carpenter said that no
moved to a temporary home
action is expected at
in the northeast corner of
Tuesday's meeting on a
Commons Dining Hall.
resolution, returned to
According
to Campus
committee last December,
Safety
Chief Dale Shaffer,
aimed at eliminating the
the move is the best thing that
possibility of using tenure as a
could happen
to the
protection
for academic
department.
He said the new office is incompetence

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Nick.
Prong.
Salty.
Telegram.
Wing.
Wide-awake.
Hue.
Automobile.
Donate.
Glossy
black bird.
Shape.
After sunset:
poet.
Drills a hole.
River boat.
Witness.
Acquire by
labor.
Revolved.
Numerous.

47 Bowling
.alley.

48 Monsters.
51 Long tooth.
52 Grease.
55 Sparkled.
58 Interval.
60 Ore deposit.

Campus Safety

1

1

hasn't gone up
since 195a

1'

i

t
Try. Try hard
The only thing *e can think of
it what we make. The Swingllne
Tot SO Stapler 98f in 1950
»8«inl971.
And it a»till cornea with tooo Iree
staples and a handy carrying
pouch, it staplea. tacks and
mends. 118 unconditionally
guaranteed It's one ot the
world's smallest staplers.
And it's the world's biggest
seller Could be that's why It
hasn't gone up in price in
21 years
It you're interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler and Cub Hand Stapler
are only SIM Both Tot and
Cub Staplera are available at
Stationery, Variety and College
Bookstores.
The Swingline "Tot 50"
98«in1950. 98«in1971.
II you can name something else
that haan't gone up in price
since 1050. let us know. We'll
send you a tree Tot Stapler with
1000 staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25« to cover postage
and handling.

VAN RAALTE HQS1KY &
PANTYHOSE, 20% - 25% Off
Van Raaltes annual sale on all hosiery and pantyhose is not to be missed!
Choose from 8 fashion shades, including Drama (It. taupe). Encore (med.
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47 Cuplike
spoon.
48 Eye
amorously.
49 Warmth of
color.
50 Go by bus.
51 Seedless
plant.
52 iridescent,
gem.
53 Little island.
54 Allows.
56 Hen product.
57 — Grande.
59 Chopping
tool.
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Solution of Yeaterday'e I'unle
CRYPTOGRAM — By Earl Ireland

TYYR

ZFR

YBSCTU

RBFCZL

YCU

1.VHS.

Yesterday's cryptogram: Paste tiara
impresses empress.

by Br.nl p.rk.r .„d Johnny hart

f WHAT KIND OF lNDUce*4eNT
I CAN YOU OFF ex MX COMPANY
Tb BUILD OUK aWKTVetlUU
V
IN YOUm KlMcVPOMf

Classifieds
CAMPUS CALENDAR

in, s r Sailing Club will have Its
organizational meeting at 7:30 pm
Oct 3. 1971 in the Taft Room.
Union

Wanted - guitar instructor. Call
352 1585 after 6 pm

Readers wanted: Call Colleen al
rW

1017 N. MAIN

SALE

4

THE WIZARD OP ID

filing that

LASALLI<;*S

1

14

gets new home

much more centrally located
than the previous one in
Williams Hall and the better
facilities will allow the force
to offer better police and fire
protection
The
department
is
scheduled to move to its
permanent headquarters in
the northwest corner of
Commons around Nov. 1.
Parking Services and fire
protection will also be housed
in the new location.

DRIVE THRU FOR YOUR
BEER - WINE - POP - PARTY NEEDS

21 Male offsprings.
23 Doctor'a
assistant.

Faculty Senate sets
meeting for Tues.

Name one

MO - DOR - IN

29 Embankment.
30 Spun.
31 Oak tree nut.
32 Immense.
33 Fortified.
S5 Transport.
38 Whiteflecked
horse.
39 Price of
passage.
41 Animal.
42 Botched.
45 Shade of
brown.
46 Measuring
device.

PUZZLE

Yoga Lessons Sign up at U A. O.
Office 3rd floor Union. Lessons
held Mon afternoons and Tues.
evenings.

University Karate Club will have
a meeting only, open to all.
beginners welcome.
Movies
registration information.
Election of officers. All women
men interested come to Historical
Suite. Union Thursday.
September JO, at 7: JO.

Sign up for bridge lessons U.A. O.
office. 3rd floor. Union (4 50for8
lessons Lessons start Oct. 6.

Campus Crusade for Christ will
have a Leadership Training Class.
Faculty Lounge, Union, Thursday.
September J0.7O0 pm.

Student i wanting bridge lessons
for the fall quarter should register
in the U.A.O. office now or call 2
2343 for reservations The eight
lesson, series begins Wed. Oct.6.7
to 9 pm in the Wayne Room.
Union, for both beginning and
Intermediate players. Fee is (4.50
for the entire course

RIDES

Reliable babysitter 1 or 2
afternoons a week for faculty
family, own transportation
preferred Cal'353-0181

WANTED: Babysitter, one or two
afternoons.
Provide own
transportation Call 352-3581 or
372-2431

College student looking to make
good money for working one hour
per day. Call 12151177-7700

Waitresses-Gigolo Nile Club.
Must be over 21 See Don after 8
pm. Thursday

PERSONAL

Congrats to JAN and KEN on your
KAPPA SIG ALPHA PHI
lavaliering the PHIS

Congratulations Bon and Connie
on your engagement. Your L.B.
Mitch

Congratulations. Chipper me girl!
Some of that sparkle Is reflected
on your left hand! Love, your KD
sisters.

your marriage
always. The PHIS

Happiness

Turf it over to Sig Ep Sam's Mud
Hole at Sterling Farm this Sunday
at I JO

prices' Rent a 2 cubic toot
refrigerator for (12.50 per quarter
plus 110 returnable Damage
Deposit Call 352-7360 anytime
For Sale: used portable TV
make offer Call 352-0435

A Ring? Oooh. BONNIE, we're SO
happy for ya! Your ALPHA PHI
SISTERS

'67 VW one-owner. Serviced every
3.000 mi Clean (995 Ph. 353-4953

Slide across to Sterling Farm
Sunday at 1:30. Oct. 3rd for the
Sigma Phi Epstlon Mud Tug.

I»M Triumph 650 cc
Keith BG News off ice

Congrats MYRA and Bill on your
wedding plans - we're all happy
for you THE PHIS
BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Custom
engagement
rings PHILIP
MORTON
CONTEMPORARY JEWELRY.
112 W Woosler 353 9932 Open 9-5

Contact

Now booking Frat.SSor. teas at
the Gigolo. Phone 352-0740 or stop

For sale or rent: 1970 mobile
home. 12'x60'. 10 min drive from
BG 699-3113
NEEDED-1MBA for beautiful
new 4 man apt 1 blk from campus
Call 352-0838

FOR SALE OR RENT
14 ft. Rhodes Bantam sailboat and
Tee-Nee trailer Boston dacron
sails, boat cover, racing gear.
Trailer and boat both newly
painted 9 varnished (450 Phone
Donald Simmons. 9-4, M-F,
Bowling Green. Ohio 352-4371

Trailor for rent 7 mi east of B. G.
I0'i55' no children or pets. 287

M

Needed: 1 F. rmmte for bouse
across from campus (150 per
quarter. Private bdrm Call J7I2710 before 5,353-9563 after.

'65F-8S 354-2541
65 GTO-must sell Make offer Call Needed: Female roommate to
J52-7760. or JSJ-2914 after 5 pm
share Varsity Square Apt-Call
Jan-354-7253 in evening
For Sale I960 Honda CL 175 good
shape. great price 352-0774
Share student apt (65 plus
electric. New unit on 4th St. John
All Plastic Social Security Card KaHenmark 354-1313
now available Order today, get
free with order leather textured
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
vinyl card wallet, plus special for fall only - (150 call 372-5175
medical card. Send II 96 plus JO
cents mailing with Name. S. S.
number etc. to Bates Plastic ID. House for rent. Jbr, 1 block from
Box 97 Rossford, Ohio
campus, partly turn. J72-3J06
For Sale Jag XKE 1963 -67 engine
good condition 353-7387

Apt Needed: for 1 female (want to
share apt I call 354-9761 Lynn

(deep Uupe)l

!?w:.
M ""if
Ctona"™. Charcoal, Charbrown, Navy
,
i ., 'a" StyleS ta a" colors R«>«nber. these are the hose with
toat perfectly proportioned fit. If you're not familiar with Van Raalte, noWs
the time to try them!
?H

Flextop Stockings, Walking Sheer, regularly 1.65 pr.
Queen size Sheer Pantyhose, regularly $3 pr
Queen size Support Pantyhose, regularly 5.95 pr

Sale 1 M 3 fQr i

Rides available to Canton area
most weekends. Call 1-5755

Wedding Belli are in store for
GREG and TRAYCE. Congrats
and Happiness to you botb-the
PHIS

BUSINESS OP11ORTUNTTIES
M

Sale z.V j iZ 1M
Sale4.75»f,r IJtS

JjKntWflfttt at.*
Mr
'
Means i *■■.utre—ac«».H.T niei

Readers for blind student needed
Kathy Hollis Rm M. Waal needs
readers evenings, except Wad.
WUI be paid. Ph. 2-4013 or at
dorm from 7-t pen.

Sig Ep Sam Sex: Get dressed up
for the Mud Tag October 3rd.
1:J», on Sterling Farm.
Congrats » PEG and POINT on

4-Sale I TVs one consoUUe. one
small console Make offer 352-0534
For Sale: ISM Porsche 911 red
(2100. 49.000 Call 354-4425
For Sale: 1963 Oldsmobile 88
Runs very good. Bodfy-fair.
Accepting offers near (MO call
S1-7KI

Mau-Fridge Rentals has lowest

Need male roommate to share 2man Greenview apt. Call Dan 35J0x74
Female wanted to share RIDGE
MANOR apt 1. come see us any
time after 3 p.m.
Completely private room for 2
girls downstairs fan. apt (girls!
ph. B3-7U1.

tin to N>w», tftmtm M, 1*71 /tjji 3

2 Art department gains
Reed Street annex
In a move to expand
department
facilities,
University, has annexed
Henry Manufacturing

.in
the
the
Co.

building on Reed Street and is
now in the process of
remodeling the facilities.
Willard
Wankelman.

director of the school of art
said the building was
purchased primarily because
of overcrowding in the Fine
Arts building.
"The annex will house the
ceramics, sculpture and glass
blowing deDartments. but at
this point I have no idea when
full-time classes will begin
there," he said
number of matters involving
He explained that several
the Fairness Doctrine are also
in the courts where a problems have arisen in
judgement could "adversely. remodeling the building,
affect broadcasters' ability to primarily in the realm of gas
provide a fair, balanced and lines and sink drainage
crews
are
meaningful coverage of public Maintenance
presently working out the
issues."
Stanton said the FCC is difficulties
weighing television and radio
THE
ANNEX
was
license renewal requests with
increasing
scrutiny
that purchased last spring by the
University. Wankelman said
amounts to intimidation
that up until last Mondav. he

CBS slams FCC
"•^•'•phafo by MfCncMl Women

Art
annex

Th« University has acquirad the Henry
Manufacturing Co. building en Reed

Street for use as an art department

384 given book scholarships
In
recognition
of
outstanding
academic
achievement. 384 students are
now
receiving
book
scholarships from the office of
Student Financial Aids
To qualify
for
the
scholarship, a student must
have completed 42 continuous
hours of study at the
University and have an
accumulative point average of
3 65 or better.
Transfer students are not
eligible until they have
completed 42 hours here

Point
averages
are
reviewed following spring
quarter, said August J.
Coppola of the financial aids
office Eligible recipients are
then notified of their award
prior to the beginning of the
fall quarter

of books and academic
supplies at the University
Bookstore each quarter. Last
year students were required
to have only a 3.6 accumulative average to qualify for
the scholarship.

Depending upon the number
of hours completed by the
student, the scholarship is
offered for one. two. or three
quarters.

Coppola
said
the
requirement was raised to
3 65 this year because so many
students has a 3.6 average at
the end of the 1971 spring
quarter that the financial aids

This is the second year for
the Book Scholarship
program.
i feel it helps
recognize the outstanding
student." Coppola said

THE AWARD ALLOWS
recipients to charge $40 worth

Attica receives first visitors
ATTICA. NY I API- About
150 persons arrived at the
main gate of Attica State
Prison today to visit inmates
for the first time since more
than 1.000 prisoners rioted
earlier this month
As visitors began filing into
prison. Tom Soto. a prisoners
rights activist from New York
City, complained of alleged

office did not have enough
money to offer all of them
scholarships.
Coppola said this award is
not based on financial need
However, it can be considered
a form of financial assistance,
he said

police brutality and told
newsmen some inmates were
killed after the uprising was
put down. He did not say how
he learned this.
Thirty- two inmates and 10
hostages died in the rebellion,
which began Sept 9 and ended
four days later when state
troopers stormed a captive
cellblock

WASHINGTON lAPi - The
Federal
Communications
Commission's investigations
of U. S. broadcast media are
intimidating news operations
and jeopardizing the public
interest.the president of CBS
said yesterday.
In one case. Frank Stanton
told a Senate subcommittee
investigating freedom of the
press, the FCC studied 28
pages of
correspondence
covering a five-month period
before agreeing with CBS that
a nine-minute program on
bullfighting was not so
controversial that it justified
a request for equal time from
opponents of the broadcast.
"AS COMMISSION scrutiny
over our judgements intensifies,1'
Stanton
said,
"prolonged administrative
and judicial proceedings are
inevitable." He noted that a

The ftofrrersOf

&iBma $ln €p*tlon
cordially invite all freshmen and other
interested men to a Fraternity rush
party Thursday night, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
at the 2<BE house

YAMAHA
IT'S A IfTTII MACHtNf
Professional Service
On All makes
Insured Stotage
At Reasonable Rates

112 E. Washington

Northwest Yamaha

1
111 ill U11II1IIL111M1111 < 1

DOMINOS
352-5221
1111M

III1111111111M. M
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Fri., Oct. 1 - 8 to 12
GRAND BALLROOM
UNIVERSITY UNION
Music by "Blue Tater"
PRESENTED BY UAO.

Church's Bonded
Service Station
Lowest Price Gas
Oil and Smokes
in Town
TAKE EXTRA ADVANTAGE
WITH THIS COUPON

50 Extra T.V. Stamps
with FILL-UP
AW. 8 GAL

Beta Theta Pi
Rush Party
THURS., SEPT. 30 8:00 P.M.

Rides to the house will be
available behind Kohl Hall.
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NEW KIND OF REVOLUTION
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FRESHMAN MIXER

FIRST MEETING
7:00
FACULTY LOUNGE
STUDENT UNION

TONIGHT

had believed the art
department would be alloted
only three quarters of the
available space.
Monday, however, he was
informed that the entire
building would come under art
department auspices.
Richard Brown, University
architect, said he believes the
remodeling will be completed
sometime in October. He said
a few classes are already
being held in an inhabitable
part of the building
"A pre-fab structure will
also be constructed on the
site." he added, "which will
serve as a warehouse for the
speech department."
The Henry Manufacturing
Co has relocated its firm in
the Bowling Green Industrial
Park on Van Camp Road

The Gigolo Nite Club

OPEN 7 NITES
Thursday — 2 for 1
Friday and
Saturday

LIVE BAND
NO COVER
The Gigolo Nite Club
165 N. Main
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Falcon 'limbo squad'
adds depth for pigskin
players against WMU
Most college football teams
have a first team and a second
team when depth charts are
used
At Bowling Green this fall.
Coach Don Nehlen has come
up with a "limbo team" for
tome
of his supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
sophomores who have helped
slake the Falcons to a 2-0
record
heading
into
Saturday's big home game
against undefeated Western
Michigan (3-0).
"Our limbo team fits
somewhere between our first
team and second team These
players are loo good to be
second learners and the NCAA
doesn't allow a 25 man first
team," said Nehlen.
THE THREE current
members of BG's "Limbo
Squad" are fullback-tailback
Bill Centa of Cleveland (St.
Josephs'. Wingback Tony
Bell of Youngstown I South)
and tight end Brian Cross of
Warren (Western Reserve).
Centa, who worked as a
linebacker in spring drills, has
carried eight limes for 35
yards in BG's first two games
as the top sub for Paul Miles
and Jerry Fields. In his first
varsity play against Ohio
University he caught a sevenyard pass for a touchdown.
The 5-11, 200-pound
sophomore is also unusual

because he has never played
on a losing football learn in
high school or college (a la
Toledo's Chuck Ealey). He
led last year's undefeated
freshman team in scoring
with 38 points and was the
second leading rusher with 178
yards and a 5.2 average
Bell, a limbo-team
wingback behind Bill Pittman,
has touched the football five
limes in two games. The 6-3,
200-pound speedstar has runs
of 57, 54, and 9 yards to his
credit with a 54-yard scamper
going to a TD against the
Pirates and was saddled with
a three-yard kickoff return.
That's 182 yards of real estate
in five plays.
BELL DID NOT PLAY
spring ball or freshman
football. In high school he was
an all-Ohio selection and
played in the North-South
game in Canton. He earned
six letters in football and
basketball at South. A great
natural athelte. Bell has been
called "a sure starter on our
team if he had two more
inches of height." by Falcon
basketball coach Pat Haley.
Cross, playing in limbo
behind Greg Meczka at tight
end, was an All-American and
all-Ohio end in high school.
K'e also did not play freshman
football or spring ball.
At
Warren Western Reserve, he

played on teams which won 27
out of 30 games in three
seasons.
Cross gives us the best onetwo punch at tight end in the
MAC. He is going to be a
great football player. I've got
to play him somewhere, but
right now he is behind Meczka
who could be the best tight end

the MAC has ever had," said
Nehlen
This could be the week for
the BG limbo team as the
Falcons attempt to hand
Western Michigan their first
loss of the season. Pittman
suffered a slight concussion
when he was knocked out in
the East Carolina game and

Old falcon preens feathers;
Meador playing 'like a kid'
results."
Meador is rather old when
you look at the other Falcons.
The 220-pound lineman, who
earned honorable mention all MAC honors last year, is going
through his fifth year of
football at BG.
AFTER A FRESHMAN
season as a two-way tackle,
his sophomore year, Meador
broke his hand before the first
game and was lost for the

As one of the "old men" on
the Falcon football squad, tricaptain Larran Meador of
Hellenic is among the first to
admit that the team is
thriving on the fountain of
youth being supplied by the
head-strong sophomores who
have staked BG to a 2-0 record
heading into Saturday's big
Mid-American
Conference
game with undefeated (3-0)
Western Michigan.

Johnson gets money
But still has no halo
ANAHEIM (AP) - The
general manager of the
California Angels says an arbitration board ruling that the
club must pay the salary of
suspended outfielder Alex
Johnson is "completely without justification."
Johnson himself says, "I
don't consider it a victory at
all."
The Angels suspended Johnson without pay June 26 for
"not showing the proper
mental attitude" and fined
him $3,750 for misconduct.
THE
ARBITRATION
board's ruling Tuesday in New
York says that Johnson's
behavior was caused by emotional disturbance,
and
ordered him placed on the disabled list, with full pay. like
players suffering from
physical injuries It ordered
the American League club lo
pay Johnson the salary due
him. $20,970, but it upheld the
disciplinary fines. The
decision is binding
General Manager Dick
Walsh called the ruling inconsistent and asked: if Johnson
was not responsible for his
actions, why allow the fines to
stand? If he was, why not
uphold the suspension?
"Either Johnson was or was
not responsible for his
actions," Walsh said "If he
was responsible, then the
suspension and fines were justified.
JOHNSON reached Tuesday
at his home in Detroit, said he
is confident he will resume his
baseball career but "probably
more than likey not." with
California.
"Maybe they learned something by this." he said Marvin
Miller, executive director of
the Major League Baseball
Players Association, and a
member of the arbitration
panel, said the finding is
historic.
"It means that a man who is
emotionally disturbed is just
as ill as one who has sustained
an Injury or has an ailment."
Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn said he would make
no comment until he had
studied the board's report.
Johnson. 28, has been with
Philadelphia, St. Louis. Cincinnati and California in his
seven years In the majors, and
was American League bat
Uaf champion last year

He was benched several
times this year for failure to
hustle, and other Angel players Barred him from a team
meeting after he apparently
loafed chasing a fly ball and
cost the team three runs.
A REPORT by the Players
Association said the arbitration panel had relied
heavily on reports of two
psychiatrists, Dr. Lawrence
E. Jackson of Wayne State
University,
retained by
Johnson, and Dr. Jonathan
Himmelhoch of Yale University, retained by the Angels.
The panel was composed of
Miller, representing
the
players. John J. Gaherin. representing the club owners, and
chairman Lewis M. Gill,
appointed by both sides
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"I can't remember when
I've enjoyed the game of
football so much," said the
Falcon starting defensive
tackle
The spirit
and
enthusiasm of our sophomores
has infected out entire team
We're all playing like young
kids and enjoying the

season after coming close to
being a starter. The next year
found him lodged behind Britt
K.ihui n as a center. Last
season Meador had a starting
role as defensive tackle where
he ranked fifth in tackling
with 83 stops.
Meador takes his captain's

responsibilities seriously.
"It's our job to keep the team
together and our morale high.
This season we have excellent
leadership among our seniors
to go with our sophomore
enthusiasm. We feel we can
win the league with a few
breaks along the line."
Meador is experienced when
it comes to leading a team.
He was captain of his football
and wrestling teams at
Bellevue High School. As a
senior he led Bellevue to a 9-0
season in football and the
Northern
Ohio
League
championship.

Fokon quarterback Joe Banks looks over the East Carolina
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COLUMBUS (API - Toledo
tackle Mel Long and Western
Michigan halfback Larry
Cates were named MidAmerican Conference football
players of the week today.
Long, a 6-1, 230-pound
senior, was cited for his defensive play. He figured in 19
tackles, caught six runners
behind the line, deflected a

pass, and caused a blocked
punt in the Rockets' 23-0
victory over Texas-Arlington.

The league's offensive
selection, Cates, a 5-11, 190pound sophomore from
Columbus, rolled up 146 yards
in 16 rushes and returned two
kickoffs 64 yards as Western
Michigan beat Northern

CLEVELAND, Ohio! AP)-

The quarterbacks the
BESIDES HIS leadership Cleveland Browns have faced
both on the field and off. the in their first two games have
soft-spoken lineman has a been giving rookie defensive
good sense of humor. The back Clarence Scott a
Monday after BG's 20-19 win workout, and Scott has passed
over Ohio University, Coach the lest with honors.
Don Nehlen put the Falcons
Scott intercepted two passes
through a running practice in the Browns' 31-0 victory
that consisted of numerous 50, over Houston and nailed
100 and 30-yard dashes plus another interception in the
eight runs up the stadium final minutes of the Baltimore
steps.
After the workout, game to help preserve a 14-13
Meador confronted Nehlen victory.
and remarked, "I'm sure glad
The Baltimore interception
we didn't lose."
brought some criticism from
In his spare time, Meador is Monday morning quartera musician and an outdoor backs in Cleveland, but
enthusiast
He was an Browns' head coach Nick
excellent accordian player in Skorich backed Scott up all
high school and is in the the way. even though the theft
process of taking up banjo left the Browns with their
playing
backs against the goal line.
On the outdoors level
If Scott had knocked the ball
Meador enjoys horseback away, the Browns would have
riding and hunting rabbits.
taken over at midfield on the
His future ambition is to go fourth-down play.
on a bear hunt, but in the
meantime, he will be hunting "I CANT fault him." said
Broncos
this
coming Skorich. " he was going for
Saturday
the ball. He had no way of
knowing where that man,the

Illinois. 27-17.
Others considered by a
panel of sports writers were
Tony Bell of Bowling Green.
Mike Poff and Marc Smith of
Miami, Dave Juenger and
Pete Rosar of Ohio University. Chuck Ealey of Toledo,
Dennis Sweeney of Western
Michigan, and Eddie Woodard
of Kent State

Choose from perfect gifts from 21 countries
Prom Italy and Prance — tapestries - M%
From Turkey and Spain — jewelry — 5%

MAIN
FREE COFFEE EVERY DAY

NOW SHOWING
Eve at 7:25, 9:30
Sal 4 Sun at 2, 345,
5:20, 7:25 and 9:30

SCOTT CAME out of the
game with a bruised shoulder,
but is expected to be ready for
the Oakland game
Skorich praised the work of
the entire defensive
secondary and gave credit to
coach Richie McCabe for
improvement in the way the
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the one movie you
should not see alone.
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Order your handmade wedding bands during our Anniversary sale and save
0%
Beautiful Royal Copenhagen Christmas plates 1971 regular price $15 — on
sale for SUN
Musical Clocks from Germany
Beautiful pottery tea sets

VATAN'S

m&m

Chain Gang
Women

all other items — 10% off

NORTH

defensive backs are "going
for the ball "
Scott, the Browns' No. 1
draft choice from Kansas
State, spent the early weeks of
the summer with the College
All-Stars and was late
reporting
to Cleveland's
Hiram College training camp

COtOR

SAVE UP TO 25%

109

Baltimore receiver, was. He
guaranteed that the other man
wouldn't have possession
I've seen it happen so often on
plays like that when someone
tries to knock the ball away
and the man takes it and goes
on for a touchdown "
Skorich said pro quarterbacks like to test the rookie
defensive backs and Scott can
expect another stiff trial
Monday night from Oakland
Raider
passer
Daryle
Lamonica
"We knew they were going
after Scott in Baltimore,"said
the coach, "and they did
eight times "

at 8
Chained like animals
Treated like filth.
They were the

ANNIVERSARY
SALE

Free
Kittens

defense during Saturday's victorious encounter. R.id Lamport
will be starting as signal caller for BG against MAC foe
Western Michigan

Scott getting workout

Long, Cates named Mid-Am
players of the week

SPOrrs

Six (6) wide-eyed,
innocent playful,
and clumsy balls of
fur. Take one or
all. Give them affection, milk, and
string and they go
bananas. Available
Thursday
afternoon. See Spinelli,
Rm. 300. Hanna.
or call 352-0722
after 7:00 p.m.

Meczka, Nehlen's possible
football prodigy, is nursing an
ankle injury.
Centa will
alternate with Fields when the
223-pound runner needs a
breather.
Tickets for the game
against Western Michigan
may be obtained in the
Memorial Hall ticket office.
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Academy
of Arts
DANCE STUDIO
*-

Now terming Fall classes in:

•Ballet • Tap •Jan "Character Dancing
•Ballroom #Ages: 4 years and up

Ballet develops the poise,
grace, aid coordination you
■eed for figure-skating.

352Call or Coma in
Ul W. Wearier, B.C..
Fk.IB.-etB
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